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bstract. Vertebrate retinal rod outer segment disks house
he proteins involved in the phototransduction cascade
hat converts light into neuronal signal. We develop a
echnique for the immunofluorescent labeling of osmoti-
ally intact isolated rod outer segment disks for confocal
aser scanning microscopy imaging. Osmotically intact
icoll-flotation isolated bovine disks are directly labeled
ith antibodies in solution. For the first time, osmotically

ntact single disks can be visualized. Thus, imaging of pu-
ified disks, based on advanced optical techniques, may
erve as a powerful complement to other methods in stud-
es on phototransduction. In fact, even though much is
nown about the rod outer segment photoresponse, some
nanswered questions remain, particularly about ATP sup-
ly, light adaptation, and morphogenesis. © 2007 Society of
hoto-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2790919�

eywords: confocal laser scanning microscopy; disks;
hototransduction; rod outer segment.
aper 07160LR received May 4, 2007; revised manuscript received
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ct. 3, 2007.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy �CLSM� is a valuable
ool for obtaining high-resolution images and 3-D
econstructions.1 Vertebrate rod photoreceptors, the neurons
esponsible for visual phototransduction, mediate vision at
ow-light intensities using a modified cilium �called the outer
egment� for the detection of light. The rod outer segment
rod OS� is packed with hundreds of membrane sacs, called
isks, on the surface of which the initial biochemical reactions
f visual transduction take place.2,3 The disks, with dimen-
ions of about 1 �m diam,4,5 are regularly stacked on top of
ach other with a repeat distance of 300 Å.4 The visual pig-
ent rhodopsin �Rh�, an integral membrane protein, accounts

or about 90%6 of total disk protein content. Photoreceptor
isks are continuously renewed through formation of new

Tel: + 39 010 3537397; Fax: +39 010 3538153; E-mail:
sabella.Panfoli@unige.it
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050501-
disks at the base of the outer segment, displaced distally along
the length of the outer segment, and eventual detachment and
phagocytosis occurs by adjacent pigment epithelial cells.7

Several microscopy techniques have been used to analyze
the morphological organization of rods and to identify the
membrane proteins in rod OS. For example, measurements of
the ellipsoid mitochondria density, sizes, and shapes of inner
segments were conducted by electron microscopy and No-
mads differential interference contrast �NDIC� imaging.8

Studies on the stability of Rh in native membranes were done
by single-molecule force spectroscopy.9 Moreover, a recent
progress in modeling the native conformation of Rh was
based on topography of the disk membranes recorded by an
atomic force microscope �AFM�.9 CLSM was only used on
whole retina or rod OS to observe the protein distribution in
the disk incisures.10 Therefore, even though rod imaging has
been achieved in many ways, to the best of our knowledge,
until now no study has been reported regarding the applica-
tion of immunofluorescence for confocal optical imaging of
isolated intact disks. In fact, even though fluorescent optical
imaging is among the most widely used approach for studying
cells in vivo, it is not easily applicable for subcellular frac-
tions. Apart from the classic inclusion methods, it is difficult
to isolate and image a single subcellular fraction. A significant
limitation in this case is the attachment to glasses. We verified
that isolated disk populations do not adhere to plastic or glass.
Use of either scarified glasses or synthetic molecules, like
poly-D-Lysine, as a coating to enhance cell attachment was
not effective to obtain an effective binding of disks to the
glass surface. The novelty of our technique lays in the prepa-
ration of the sample for immunofluorescence confocal analy-
sis. Namely, disks are incubated with primary and secondary
antibodies directly in solution, in Eppendorf tubes. Only at the
end of the procedure is the sample put on the glasses and
sealed.

Osmotically intact disks were obtained from intact rod OS.
Rod OSs were isolated under dim red light from 20 bovine
retinas �from a local slaughterhouse�, by sucrose gradient
centrifugation11 in the presence of a protease inhibitor cock-
tail, under sterile conditions. After bursting isolated rod OS
for 3 h in 5% Ficoll �Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, Missouri�
solution in distilled water with 5-mM DTT and 70-�g/ml
leupeptin, osmotically intact disks were collected on the Fi-
coll solution surface after centrifuging for 2 h at 25,000 rpm
in a Beckman FW-27 rotor.12 Ampicillin �100 �g/ml� was
added to all solutions. Protein concentration was determined
by the Bradford method.13 The disk suspensions
�0.06 mg/ml� were characterized: Rh concentration was
0.8 mM. A280/A500 ratio was 1.8±0.2 �average±SD�, as
determined spectrophotometrically14 by measuring the differ-
ence in 500-nm absorption between spectra recorded before
and after exhaustive bleaching.

Disks were stained with a mouse monoclonal antibody
�Ab� raised against bovine Rh and a Cy3-conjugated second-
ary antimouse Ab. Treatments on intact disks were conducted
in solution in Eppendorf vials at room temperature. Disks
�60-�g protein in 50 �l� were washed with 10-mM
phosphate-buffered saline �PBS�, pH 7.3 plus 150-mM NaCl,
and collected by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 2 min in an
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ppendorf centrifuge �Eppendorf, Fremont, California�. This
tep was performed after each treatment. After fixation in 3%
araformaldehyde �20 min�, disks were resuspended and in-
ubated with 30-mM NH4Cl �10 min�. Then disks were incu-
ated with mouse monoclonal Ab against bovine Rh diluted
:500 in PBS �20 min�. To eliminate unbound primary anti-
odies, samples were washed two times with PBS. Disks were
hen incubated with the secondary antibody �goat antimouse
gG Ab conjugated with Cy3 fluorochrome, Molecular
robes�, diluted 1:800 in PBS �20 min�. After PBS washings

o eliminate unbound secondary Ab, the disk pellet was resus-
ended in 10 �l of Milli-Q water. This volume was put onto
lass slides, covered, and sealed with MOVIOL resin at 30°C
n a dry place. In controls, disks were treated with the second-
ry Cy3-conjugated Ab only.

In this study, immunofluorescence CLSM imaging was
erformed on an inverted Leica TCS SP5 AOBS confocal
aser scanning microscope �Leica Microsystems CMS, Man-
heim, Germany� equipped with a set of lasers covering the
58-, 476-, 488-, 496-, 514-, 543-, and 633-nm lines. Confo-
al fluorescence imaging was done on these samples at 23°C.
mages were collected using a Leica 63�PL APO NA 1.40
il immersion objective �Leica Microsystems CMS, Man-
heim, Germany�. Images were obtained using the 543-nm
ine of a He-Ne ion laser �laser power 20%, 0.015 mW�.
nder this imaging configuration, typical confocal resolution

s of the order of 150 nm in the lateral and 500 nm in the
xial direction. To detect the presence/absence of the red dye
CY3�, the images were collected in the spectral region 550 to
50 nm accordingly to reported emission spectra.1 To verify
hat the signal acquired is really due to CY3, we performed
pectral analysis by exciting the red dye at 543 nm and ac-
uiring the fluorescence spectrum from 550 to 650 nm with a
and width of 5 nm.

Figures 1�a�–1�d� show the protein stained by indirect im-
unocytochemistry �in red�. These show that Rh is uniformly

istributed on the surface of disks. The technique revealed
hat freshly prepared disks �1.2 mg/ml� are mostly aggre-
ated �Fig. 1�a��. The disk aggregates are in numbers of 2 to 4
isks, as judged by their mean diameter. Larger aggregates
ay not be found either, because they do not form or because

hey may not flotate up to the Ficoll surface during disk pu-
ification. To eliminate the larger disk aggregates, disks
1.2 mg/ml� were subjected to 15 passages through a needle
25 gauge� during each resuspension �Fig. 1�b��. Such shear-
ng of disks adds negative charges to the disks membrane,
ausing repulsion between the organelles.

However, a lower protein concentration is necessary for
etter disaggregating of the aggregates. When protein concen-
ration in the sample was lowered to 0.4 mg/ml, intact single
isks were observed after shearing, as shown in Fig. 1�c�. The
echnique described is an improvement of a protocol that we
tilized to demonstrate the presence of ryanodine receptors
RyRs� on the rod disk.15 In the cited paper large aggregates
ere present. The object shown in the orthogonal projection

Fig. 1�d�� is an isolated osmotically intact disk, of approxi-
ately 1 �m diam, as expected for bovine rods.16 Moreover,

ecent studies on murine rod OS show that the disks’ diameter
s about 1.1 �m,4 similar to the dimensions of the object vi-
ualized in Fig. 1�d�, considering the similarity among all
ammalian retinas.17 The technique reveals that the method
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050501-
of Smith and Litman12 isolates only those disks that are os-
motically active, as judged by their swollen round shape �Fig.
1�d��. As shown by the spectral analysis �plotted graph in Fig.
2�, the fluorescence intensity of the sample is only due to the
red fluorochrome Cy3 �exc. 543 nm/em. peak 578 nm�. In-
cubation of disks with the secondary Ab only yielded negli-
gible immunoreactivity, confirming the specificity of the in-
teraction of the antibody with Rh on the surface of disks �data
not shown�. No differences are observed in rhodopsin imaging
when samples are prepared either in dim red or in room light.

Fig. 1 Confocal fluorescence imaging of rhodopsin on disks. Confocal
fluorescence image of intact disks stained with a Cy3-labeled second-
ary antibody �Ab� bound to a primary Ab against rhodopsin �1:500�.
�a� Freshly prepared aggregated disks are shown. �b� Smaller aggre-
gates were represented. �c� An overview of a single disk. In �d�, the
object is an enlarged single disk, observed in the xy, yz, and xz
planes. Its dimensions are estimated to be about 1 �m. The images
were acquired with the Leica confocal software �LCS� �color online
only�.

Fig. 2 Spectral analysis of the red Cy3 dye. The figure shows the
spectral analysis, elaborated from several spectral acquisitions within
the 560- to 660-nm range, with a wavelength resolution of 5 nm, of
the fluorescence intensity of the red Cy3 dye �exc. 543.5/em. 578 nm�
�color online only�.
September/October 2007 � Vol. 12�5�2
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owever, as the technique can be applied to observe proteins
mbedded or the peripheral of the disk surface, a protein that
an be modified by light exposure might be looked for.

Considering the similarities among mammalian retinas and
isks in particular,17 the technique described here may also be
pplied to imaging of human disks, even though a great num-
er of retinas would be necessary to obtain a sufficient quan-
ity of disks. Moreover, the procedure would need to be ad-
usted in case of human specimens, as retinas must be
xtracted immediately after death to prepare the disks. We
nticipate that this procedure, allowing us to observe isolated
smotically intact disks12 without prior embedding of the
ample, may become an instrument to study the function and
tructure of OS disks.
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